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AN OPTIMUM IDENTIFYING DEVICE FOR SYSTEMATIC CODES
AND CERTAIN TYPES OF CHANNELS
I.

I.

Grushko

A method of constructing an optimum identifying
device for systematic correcting codes is considered.
In this case it is assumed that the channel is
given at the output of the threshold device by the
stochastic matrix of the conversion of the elementary signals.
A number of authors have suggested transmitting messages through
discrete communication channels with the aid of uniform n-valued
-correcting codes with the base y and m information positions.

In

this case the following sequence of symbols enters the transmitter
input (see figure)
' (, 03-......

'

(k

..... I 140)

(()

1-,2 ..... .

The transmitter converts Xk into a complex signal Yk'

which is

a set of elementary signals (not necessarily time-separated)
y.A),,....8

~(k),

,

where the elementary signal y k)corresponds
is

(2)

.

k
to the symbol x(k).

It

assumed that the elementary signals are distinguished by one param-
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eter (amplitude,

phase, etc.).

As a result of the action of the channel noise on the signal (2),
the following random signal will be obtained at the receiver input

H• =.. •...h,.
where h

is a distorted elementary signal y(k).

(3)
From the random

signal (3) the following signal will be formed at the receiver output
Y

(4)

(......

Here yj is a random value of the parameter Z of the signal hj.
The receiver is followed by a threshold device,
value of the parameter Z is

in which the assumed

identified with one of the possible'values.

At the output of the threshold device the result of the action of the
noise on the elementary signals is represented in the form of the
stochastic matrix of the transformation of the symbols

where pij is the probability that in transmitting the i-th symbol
it will be received as the J-th at the output of the threshold device.
Henceforth we shall regard this matrix as given.

We shall also assume

that the nose distorts the el ementary signals independently.

At the

output of the threshold device we obtain a certain code combination

Z
which, generally speaking,
possibly transmitted ones.

does not coincide with any one of the
Therefore,

the threshold device is

followed

by an identifying device, which identifies the obtained code combina-
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tion Z with one of the possibly transmitted ones XI according to
some indicator or other.
existing literature is

The mcst widespread indicator used in

the minimum distance (in

between the code combinations Z and X•.
appropriate

indicator it

is

the

the sense of Hemming)

Obviously,

in

choosing an

necessary to proceed from a certain

criterion and type of stochastic matrix (5).
Let us take as the basic criterion the maximum probability of
correct reception of the code combination,
to construct an identifying device in
chosen code (i.e.,

the best possible way for the

a certain fixed set of 7m code combirations out

of all
the possible
matrix II uij
e.

nyf) and for the given channel (i.e.,
Tt

Let us impose one more restriction:
code to be systematic.
be written in

the given

we shall assume the given

This means that the code combinations can

the form
X.1

= (,(Xi*),.....Xm(h),Zm + 1(k)
.....

X10)i
where

and let us consider how

z.(k))

,=(, .. .,,,

(k

1,

:

I,

...

"

m+ 2....
In'

are certain linear functions which determine the

•(,...•

correcting positions of the code combination interms of information
positions.

Moreover,

the functions

(•...

J)have the following

conditions imposed on themt
i)

Each separate correcting position is

formed according to

completely determined rules, which are always the same for a given
code combination;
2)

The numbers of the positions being verified do not depend

on a set of information symbols,
...

,

i.e.,

on which of the numbers 0, i,

- I occupy the information positions of the given code combina-

tion.
FITD-TT-63-248/i+2+4
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The restriction imposed has no essential significance,
[i,

follows from the literature

since it

2] that systematic codes behave with

respect to noise immunity and .speed of transmission of information
in

approximately the same way as nonsystematic codes.

On the other

this restriction has a number of advantages:

hand,
i)

For systematic codes there exists a well developed apparatus

of elementary group theory;
2)

All the code combinations behave identically during transmission;

3)

The coding is

4)

In

5)

For certain types of channels it is possible to construct
an optimum identifying device that is simple and lends
to practical realization.
itself

accomplished fairly simply;

certain cases there are no better codes;

Let us consider how to construct an identifying device for the
chosen code and the given channel in

the best possible way with respect

to the assumed criterion of maximum probability of correct reception
of a code combination.
Let the channel be described by the stochastic matrix 11pull
the transformation of the elementary signals.

Since,

of

by assumption,

the channel noise distorts the individual positions of the code
combination independently,
code combination X = (xi,

the probability of a conversion of the
...

,

xn) into the code combination Y

yn) at the output of the threshold will be written in

P(X~.Y) .
Let us assume that

where f(X, Y) is

(Yj,

the form

Ptf

(

P(x-eY) "I-TP

a function of X and Y satisfying the condition
l(x,Y) -/(X+

Z, Y+ z)

"(

for any X, Y,

and Z.

Let a systematic code A,

determined by formula (1),

be given

(note that among the elements of the code there always exists a zero
a code combination X

i.e.,

ýelement,

a certain element Yi'

•

0, ...

(0,

, 0)*.

Let us choose

which does not belong to set A, and construct

code code combinations of the type

a set AI of all

Yi + Xi
yi +
where Xi(i = 1, 2,

the elements of code A.

m) runs through all

,

us choose an element Y 2, which belongs neither to A nor

Then let

code combinations of the type

Ai, and construct a set A2 of all
Y2 +Xi.

X1 EA
possible n-valued code combi-

And so on until we exhaust the set of all

0, 1

nations with elements assuming one of the values:
It

can be shown (3] that the sets A, A1 , A2

A,

Ai,

A2 ,

...

in

rows in

0C.40

'

Ak-(Yk~+Xi; XoEA)

X.

X.

..

X,.

Y'i Yi+XI Y,+X,
Y, Y,+X 1 Y%+X,

..

.

.

It

v

Y.+Xt
Ys+X*

...
...

. .

Y.Y.+ XY.+I
m and

there does

the form of a table:

set

where=4

i.e.,

Let us write out the- sets

...

A2 ,

y - i.

would belong simultaneously

not exist a code combination such that it
Ai,

,

thus constructed have

...

an equal number of elements and do not intersect,

to more than one of the sets A,

...

.

. .

.,Y.+ X,

y-m

can be readily demonstrated that any systematic code (±)

is a subgroup in the additive group of all n-dimensional sequences
over the ring of residue classes modulo y with respect to the
operation of coordinate-wise addition.
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We shall call the table normal if

I(X.Y) < A(x., Ya+x)
From elementary group theory [3] it

(8)

follows that any of the

elements of the set Aj may be chosen as the generating element of
A

Therefore,

in constructing a normal table, it

is

sufficient to

choose from each row of the table an element Yk such that condition
(8) issatisfied, after which an appropriate permutation is
In accordance with the literature

[4],

made.

let us use the following

scheme (Slepian's detector) for the identifying device:

if

an

element Z, obtained at the output of the threshold device, is

located

.in the i-th column of the normal table, the detector gives the code
combination X. at the receiving end.
The following theorem is

valid:

Slepian's detector is a maximally reliable scheme of identification
for a channel satisfying condition (7),
it

i.e., for the given code A

gives the greatest probability of correct reception of a code

combination.
Actually, the code combination being used occupies a certain
definite position in the normal table,

i.e., there exists a pair of,

subscripts k and I such that
Z = Yk + Xj

Taking into account that the following formula is

always valid

for any code combination T
T

X0+

we

=T

obtain from condition (7)
/(X., Yk) /(X. d- xj, Yk,+ XA) (XjYk + x,)
/(x., Y + X,)= (X ,.+X Yk+i ,,+ x) = 1(4 y 4 X

for any J1

19, 2,$ ... ,

k

=

i,

-6-

2, ...

,

v.

In

this case the

element
any J

- X, + Xj runs through the entire co~e A for fixed i_ and

-

is,2,

... , g.

Substituting the result obtained in

(8), we.

obtain
/(k), xA, + Xj) •(xj, r• + X,)..
for any

3,

• = i,

2,

...

,

±; k = 1, 2,

...

,

v.

By virtue of the

condition
P(X.Y)M

IY)

This means that Slepian's detector ensures the greatest probability
of correct reception of a code ,ombination for a given code and channel.
Let us consider certain examples.
i.

In most of the literature on coding (Slepian's, in particular

[k]) a so-called binary symmetrical channel is analyzed.

Let us

consider a symmetrical channel with any number of elementary signals
y. This channel is described by the stochastic matrix 11PiJ
P'j - Pi+1. j
for all

i,

= 0,

1,

...

,

pi. $+I - P

P:"q'(9)
(i + 1')

7 - i.

By virtue of conditions (9) the value of (6) in the given case
depends only on the number of positions in which the code combination
X differs from the code combination Y, i.e., the probability of a
conversion of the code combination X into the code combination Y is
a function of the Hemming distance p(X, Y) between the code combinations
X and Y and is equal to
P (X--.Y) . PO (X.Y,- - 0(X.Y)

(the Hemming distance p(X, Y) between code combinations X and Y is
determined as the number of positions in whioh X and Y differ from
each other).

By virtue of a coordinate-wise determination of thet

operation of addition of the code combinations, the Hemming distance
p(X, Y) satisfies the condition
FTD-TT-63-248/i+2+4
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.

p(X, Y)=p(X+Z,Y+Z)
for any code combinations X, Y,
Therefore,

and Z.

f(X, Y) the quantityý

choosing as the function
/ (X,.Y)

-

-

we can construct an optimum identifying device.
In/(X, Y) =
the inequality (8),
function,

p(X, Y))In

Since

-L --ninq

by virtue of the continuity of a logarithmic

leads to the inequality
p (X., Yk) < p (X., Y±+X.)

k = i,

for all
order to
device,

2,

...

,

v and i = i,

2,

...

,

•.

This means

that in

construct a normal table determining an optimum identifying
the elements Yj

= i,

2,

...

,

v) must be chosen in

such a

way that within the space of the signal they are not located beyond
(in

the sense of Hemming distance) all

Aj = (YJ + Xi; XiEA].

the other elements of the set

The result obtained agrees with Slepianb

[4] in

the case of a binary symmetrical channel.
2.

The stochastic matrix of the channel
Pj

for all

A,

j

=

q1i,

y

-

i.

pA = q
a"0-'(:),
In

jlPiJII has the form:

iW,
=

this case the probability of a

conversion of a code combination X into a code combination Y will
be written in

the form
p (X .- * Y) - qke•d'(X. Y) = q

where k is
X and Y,

Y-,X,)
e-ed'(X. Y)

the number of coinciding positions in

while d(X, Y)

is

an ordinary distance in

the code combinations
a Euclidean metric.

By virtue of a coordinate-wise determination of the addition of
the code combinations,

FTD-TT-63-248/i+2+4
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d(X.-Y)-d(x+zY+Z)

-

p(X,Y)-P(X+Zy+Z)

. Thus, choosing as f(x, y) the function
/(X, Y) -qmz)eeadS'.,0
we can construct an optimum identifying device In the way described
above.

Received on January 31, 1961
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